Hebrew Research Resources...
Hebrew Resources, and other stuff pertaining to this Hebrew Text research project
Hebrew fonts:
www.bibleworks.com This is an awesome program! My Hebrew teacher continually used it! [He’s with the LORD
now]. He’s the one who got me started into researching the Hebrew. I don’t use their program (because of being
a house-wife without my own income), but
I am using their Hebrew fonts for my own research that’s being presented here. Thank you Bible Works!
http://www.bibleworks.com/fonts.html
‘Any use of the BibleWorks fonts is permitted as long as the font files are not sold or modified, and as long as
BibleWorks LLC is openly acknowledged as the copyright holder.
The official copyright notice for the BibleWorks fonts is shown as follows:
"BWHEBB, BWHEBL, BWTRANSH [Hebrew]; BWGRKL, BWGRKN, and BWGRKI [Greek] Postscript® Type 1 and
TrueTypeT fonts Copyright © 1994-2006 BibleWorks, LLC. All rights reserved. These Biblical Greek and Hebrew fonts
are used with permission and are from BibleWorks, software for Biblical exegesis and research."
This copyright notice must be displayed in any distributed works using the fonts, along with a note asking others to
comply with displaying and preserving the copyright, if they also distribute any derived publications.’
Got that?
Hebrew Text:
The Westminster Leningrad Codex (WLC)
2005 Public Domain
http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?book_id=1&chapter=1&version=81
What an awesome & amazing privilege it is to even be allowed to examine it!
Thank you Bible Gateway!
Analytical Hebrew & Chaldee Lexicon B. Davidson [1966] Samuel Bagster & Sons Limited, London
[If you use this tool, use a post-it note to mark out the page with the list of abbreviations, & also take smaller
post-it markers to mark out the pages where each letter of the alphabet starts, & if you have an older version,
change the Roman numerals to modern numbers in the alphabet section. For more ideas, e-mail me]
‘Word by Word’ from TES. www.jewishsoftware.com Torah Educational Software, Inc. 455 Rt. 306 Monsey
N.Y. 10952 Tel: 1-845-362-6380 I love their Bible Software! If you want to learn Biblical Hebrew, this is the
way to go! Their ‘Word by Word’ Psalms brings to life the Hebrew phrases that we sing in the Jewish Messianic
Congregations! The one on Genesis would be a great way to begin research into Genesis 1-11, & the one on
Psalms is a blessing to anyone who is into music.
New American Standard Exhaustive Concordance of The Bible [1981]Holman ISBN 0-87981-197-8
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible [KJV]…James Strong, S.T.D. L.L.D. 20th printing 1951
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press New York . Nashville . Keep in mind that the older the concordance is, the better the
notes are!’
The JPS Hebrew English Tanakh. (Jewish Publishing Society. The Traditional Hebrew Text and The New JPS
Translation. 2nd Edition, Philadelphia 1999/5759[Jewish Year] ISBN 0-8276-0697-4
King James Bible [What do I think of the KJV? The Ruach HaKodesh warned me about not getting into
discussions over the topic., so don’t try & nail me on the subject! I have great respect for those who did the
translating of the KJV. I also understand that they interpreted it according to how they perceived the 1511 world
around them (see Genesis 1:1), & that they had to be ‘politically correct’ in order for their king to allow them to
do the translating. Our freedoms are a direct result of the KJV Bible. For other information, see the ‘Yah but...’
section in this web site.]
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The Holy Scriptures (Hebrew Publishing Company, New York copyright 1930, copyright 1939).

The MacArthur Study Bible NKJV Word Bibles ISBN 0-08499-1222-9 John MacArthur studies the Hebrew. [He
was also my pastor from 1977 to 1987, & he’s the one who taught me how to study the scriptures.]
Complete Jewish Bible translated by David H. Stern.
Jewish New Testament Publications ISBN 965-359-018-9
The Ryrie Study Bible NASB version
Webster’s 9th New Collegiate Dictionary Merriam-Webster inc. Publishers Springfield, Massachusetts, USA
[A friend who spoke several languages, & her husband who spoke eight, said that the best way to learn a
language was by reading a dictionary in that language, and that’s how she did it.] This is a dictionary for the
‘American’ version of English. American is a form of English, but it’s not the ‘real original thing’! (sh! don’t tell
that to Americans!)
The Pocket Oxford Dictionary 1967 Oxford at the Clarendon Press, Great Britain. [If you are going to study
the ‘English’ in the KJV, you will also need an ‘English’ dictionary. ‘American’ English & ‘British’ English are not
the same. Sometimes the differences can be quite profound!] The ‘Oxford’ Dictionary is a dictionary of the
‘English’ spoken in ‘England’ where the KJV was first translated.
Webster’s NewWorld Hebrew Dictionary by Hayim Baltsan 1992 Wiley Publishing, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio
The Zondervan Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Bible [1977] Zondervan Publishing House
In The Beginning: Compelling Evidence For Creation And The Flood Walt Brown...Center For Scientific
Creation 5612 North 20th Place, Phoenix, Az 85016 ISBN 1-878026-01-01 (6th & 7th Editions)
Josephus: complete works, second printing 1963 Kregel Publications. Can be read at
http://www.creationism.org/books/josephus/index.htmhttp://www.creationism.org/books/josephus
/index.htm
Return of the Nephilim tape series Chuck Missler 1997 Koinonia House Inc ISBN 1-57821-018-6
www.khouse.org
The Genesis Record: Henry M. Morris Baker Book House ISBN: 0-8010-6004-4
Rand McNalley World Portrait Globe Patent Pending [My ‘recycled’ old beat-up globe that I relocated the
poles on.]
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